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Informa Business Systems: WHITE PAPER
WINDOWS®10—How we can help to ensure your Financial Institution is ready in time!
On the 14th of January 2020 Microsoft will end support for Windows 7, so it is crucial that Financial
Institutions begin to upgrade their ATM machines to Windows 10 now.
Informa Business Systems along with NCR has collaborated with both Microsoft and Intel to develop a single,
clear strategy to ensure that the upgrade to Windows 10 is as simple and flawless as possible.
Informa is positioned to provide full support to our customer and help them realize their deployment goals. Our
service department will be ready to help you plan and implement the upgrade. Windows 10 incorporates
optimized security features to the ATM network that are not available in earlier versions. Together with
upgraded security, Windows 10 will bring improved interactions to the ATM end-user experience.
What does Windows 7 end of support mean?
Microsoft will no longer provide security patches, updates or support for Windows 7 OS (Operating System).
What are the potential risks of not moving to Windows 10?





Reputational Risk through security vulnerabilities.
No more security patches– i.e. potential exposure to cyber attack.
Additional upgrade patches will no longer be issued.
Non-Compliance with PCI could result with fines.

What you need to do now.
January 2020 may seem like a long way away, but in fact it is a lot closer then you may think. Particularly if
your network of devices & systems that will require the upgrade are significant in size. The migration process is lengthy and complex , projects of this nature could easily be 12-18 months to complete. So it is vital
that companies begin the process as soon as possible, if they haven’t already.
Connect with Informa and NCR and together we can start building your Windows 10 migration plans.

Please contact your Informa Account Rep today to start your migration today.
Please call at (800) 643-7489.

